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Anxiety and PainAnxiety and Pain

She went with the best gummies
for anxiety and pain that I
could find. I loaded up the
weedmaps and told her that we
were going to try them out. She
placed the three pills in a
travel size vase and then we
carried the weedmaps in our
backpacks. We made sure that she
was able to take them anywhere
she wanted to during the day.
When we got home, she immedi‐
ately started enjoying her new
product. Now, she had two pre-
moistened, chews, just like
the ones in the weed maps. After
she took her first pill, she
immediately asked if we could
try them. Her jaw dropped when I
said that they are not going to
provide her with any sort of
medical or medicinal benefit,
but that's just the way that
they work read more...

 

Enjoying CBD GummiesEnjoying CBD Gummies

I loaded her up with three more
doses of the CBD gummy bears and
let her know about the wonderful
world of gummy bear supplements
before I put them to work. She
wasn't paying attention, though,
so I ended up taking over thirty
minutes to prepare her last
dose. When it arrived, she
started gurgling and groaning
about the lack of a true "cbd"
in this product. So I added a
little bit more of the CBD to
the original dose and let her
have some peace and quiet for a
few hours before I let her know
about my discovery. I guess that
she is enjoying her gums the way
gummy bears enjoy their jelly!

What Do You Think?What Do You Think?

If you don't know about these
gummy bears, they are
manufactured by a company called
Hydrocitric, which is located in
Canada. Hydrocitric produces
other popular brands, including
their line of energy drinks. The
Hydrocitric brand of gummy bears
earned itself a spot on Oprah's
"TV Show" and has continued to
be a top seller for the brand.
In fact, it has been known to
cause gas during at least one
cycle of her show. Regardless,
the Hydrocitric brand sells
itself as being a natural, safe,
and effective product to help
people get to sleep.

 

What Do You Think? (cont)What Do You Think? (cont)

So what do you think? Do these
gummy bears live up to their
name, or are they just another
marketing ploy to gain sales?
Should you keep your powder
capsules away from the trash
can, and instead give them to a
child with a sweet tooth? There
is no clear answer to this
question, but you definitely
have to consider all of your
options. If you really want the
full-spectrum CBD experience,
purchasing CBD products is
definitely the way to go.
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